Tableau Desktop II:
Intermediate

Over 30,000 users trained by experienced consultants.

“I appreciate the fact
that we were able to
easily deviate from the
book when possible to
cover more interesting
& advanced topics.
[Instructor] is very
knowledgeable and
honest about BO XI
capabilities. Thanks."
- John F, FedEx

Audience
This course is designed to provide you with the skills required to become a
Tableau power users. It’s made for the professional, who has solid working
experience with Tableau and wants to take it to the next level..

Duration - 2 days - Live Classroom or 5 Days - Virtual Classroom
Prerequisites

"[Instructor] is very
knowledgeable in this
subject and is able to
communicate information in an easy, understandable manner. I
look forward to doing
the advanced class..."
- Kimberley G, Rogers
Wireless

None

Objectives






“This instructor gets a 10
out of 10. He is brilliant
and has the expertise
and teaching methodology that makes this type
of course fun and educational. Highly recommend for future courses!!! OUTSTANDING!!!!!!!!!!!"
- Attendee, Burger
King Corporation

Version - 9.x to 2018.x








Build more complex chart types and visualizations
Build complex calculations to manipulate your data
Use statistical techniques to analyze your data
Use parameters and input controls to give users control over certain
values
Implement advanced geographic mapping techniques and use custom images and geocoding to build spatial visualizations of nongeographic data
Prep data for analysis
Combine data sources using data blending
Combine data from multiple source tables using joins
Make your visualizations perform as well as possible by using the data engine, extracts and efficient connection methods
Build better dashboards using techniques for guided analytics, interactive dashboard design, visual best practices
Implement efficiency tips
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Tableau Desktop II:
Intermediate

Trainers who are experienced consultants...Bring real-world expertise to your users.

Topics Covered


Introduction



Creating and connecting to data sources



Data extracts



Defining subsets of our data



Comparing measures



Using calculations in Tableau



Tableau geocoding



Advanced table calculations



Viewing distributions



Creating and using parameters



Statistics and forecasting



Dashboards and stories

For More Information
Toll Free: 1-888-887-2464
Email: training@compuexcel.com

Prefer Custom Training?
Contact us for any
customized training needs.

Website: http://www.compuexcel.com
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